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What are underutilised crops?

Experiments

Underutilised crops refer to crop species whose potential is often
neglected. However, they have many promising characteristics for
improving food security, e.g. helping subsistence and income of the
poor, reducing risk of over-relying on limited major crops,
increasing agricultural sustainability, contributing to food quality,
and maintaining the diversity of cultural and dietary (Mayes et al.,
2012).

A study of benefits and usage (e.g., food
consumption) of moringa will be conducted to
measure the knowledge of local people who consume
and/or grow moringa. This study also examines their
knowledge and ability of recognizing moringa among
other underutilised crops. A survey containing a list of
photos and queries regarding moringa and its usage
will be distributed to crowd-volunteers who are asked
for their responses. Finally, a generic volunteercentric quality assessment approach is proposed,
and applied to validate the quality of crowdsourced
volunteer responses.

Methodology

A Generic Volunteer-centric Approach for Assuring the
Quality of Crowd-sourced Data (Huynh et al., 2014)

Conclusion

Examples of Underutilised Crops: (a) Nipa palm, (b) Dragon
fruit, (c) Water spinach, and (d) Bambara groundnut.

Research Motivation
There is a lack of data to use for new research on underutilised
crops. Collecting authoritative data needs a data collection
infrastructure and is expensive, especially as underutilised crops
are typically grown in small and dispersed farms. Crowdsourcing
offers a possible means of overcoming this data deficiency at low
cost. However, unlike traditional authoritative data, crowdsourcing
is not collected using QA processes (Idris et al., 2014).
Consequently, this raises our interests in finding a range of
methods and algorithmic techniques that can validate,
parameterize, and improve the quality of submitted crowd-sourced
underutilised crops data.

The research is focused on deriving techniques to
quality assure crowd-sourced data so that it may be
used for scientific studies and predictive modeling. The
research will develop methods and algorithms that may
be used within the “seven-pillars” standards-based QA
framework developed at University of Nottingham
(Meek et al., 2014), and where there is little
authoritative data available to assist the QA process. The
use case selected is the crowdsourcing of data for
research into underutilised crops.
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